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Figure 1: Individual photograph from the series Dalam (Source: Simryn Gill)
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Figure 2: Individual photograph from the series Inland (Source: Centre for Contemporary Photography, Melbourne)
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A middle-class Malay living room, the tablecloth pre-laid, plastic protector in place, and female figurehead looming over the dining table awaiting family to grace its empty seats. An iron dormant in Australia, ready to straighten out a crumpled office shirt, yet abandoned. Simryn Gill takes her audiences into the habitual lives of inhabitants exiled out of frame. Questioning the ability of domestic interiors to reflect their owners’ displaced, she methodologically showcases material cultures which both endorse and fracture the notion of an unifying nation. Simryn’s photographic series’ of domestic interiors and possessions, seemingly unpeopled and fallow, offer the cultural geographer a lens into everyday landscapes and imminent daily practices which mark out the home as a shared yet personalized expression of collective dwelling.

Inspired by my first encounter with Simryn’s work at the Tate Modern, I met with Simryn in Madrid where she was organizing a future exhibition.​[1]​ My insights from this encounter, and in turn this paper, tie into well-established ideas in cultural geography; namely that home, identity, and multi-scalar notions of belonging are interlaced. As Blunt and Varley recognize, the home both influences, and is influenced by, social processes beyond its physical limits.​[2]​ Intersections between interior design and national identity are linked likewise to a broader material and symbolic politics of dwelling. Indeed, scholars including Jacobs and Cairns have vividly demonstrated (in the context of Singapore) how decoration and style can go as far to contractually bind people and state.​[3]​ The paper that follows also carries forward a different observation made; that home has become an important subject matter in visual art.​[4]​ Blunt et al make reference, for example, to the use of living environments to inform and inspire artists’ work, often troubling ‘notions of familiarity, intimacy, privacy and proximity’.​[5]​ In this vein, through analysis of two exhibits, Dalam (2001) and Inland (2009), I explore ideas about domestic interiors and nationalism invested in Simryn’s photography. I also show how these ideas have shaped the series’ curatorship and review.

Dalam: Intimate politics of the Malaysian nation

Dalam was first shown to audiences in 2001 at the Galeri Petronas in Kuala Lumpur. The installation consists of 260 photographs of living rooms taken by Simryn as she travelled across the Malaysian Peninsula with her journalist friend Mary Maguire over a three-month period. Dalam was explicitly influenced by the artist’s personal passion for home magazines and the growing middle-class penchant for ‘magazine aesthetics’ at the time.​[6]​ Simryn responded to this consumerist turn by reflecting on the physical location of the gallery: ‘the circular room was accessed through a shopping mall. The idea from Dalam came about so that viewers could participate in “shopping for their home”’.​[7]​ Simryn thus sets up a tension, between home as the embrace of a capitalist modernity set on individualism, against an authenticity and more essentialist sense of being Malaysian.​[8]​ Mirroring conceptualisations in geography of the home both as a lived site and an imaginative and metaphorical space of emotion and belonging, the title Dalam was specifically chosen, for example, given its Malay cultural meaning. Denoting ‘inside’, ‘interior’ or ‘deep’, the title suggests a reference to both architectural space and metaphysical depth.​[9]​ 

At a retrospective of 50 years of Malaysian art held in 2009, the re-exhibition of Dalam accordingly drew comment: ‘Intimacy is felt in Simryn Gill’s series of photos of Malaysian home interiors, from the grand to the humble, taking us almost on a private journey to the inner sanctums of this nation’.​[10]​ The first of two points to be made about this private journey relates to an ambivalence that appears characteristic of the modern Malaysian nation. While Simryn told me that Dalam works for an en masse audience because it centres on the habitual, she believes there is a ‘messy politics and culture’ related to Malaysia that is built into the range of rundown and flamboyant homes displayed. ​[11]​ Originally searching for a sense of unity through the interiority of the home, her success is unclear. The empirical incoherence in her images stands in relief to the state-initiated search for Malaysian architectural identity in the 1980s when politicians made an official call for a ‘visible politics’ of ethnic traditional architecture and Islamic religious references to be privileged in the national landscape.​[12]​ Rather, the material and representational ambiguity built into Dalam re-iterates the point that the transformation of self and nation through home is one that is produced, managed and ultimately partial: ‘for the viewer demanding to be instructed, it revels unsatisfactorily as a description of the obvious, yet pointing us in many directions, but never allowing us to rest on definitive meanings’.​[13]​ This lack of definitive meaning stems from the scale and repetition of the photographs which evading monolithic reading (Figure 3). 


Figure 3: Installation views of Dalam (Source: Centre for Contemporary Photography, Melbourne)
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Simryn’s approach has been labeled similar to that of a material anthropologist eliciting a wealth of information about life.​[14]​ Yet Simryn herself highlights the limits to this appraisal. Asked to speak by Professor Michael Taussig about Dalam to a postgraduate seminar in Anthropology at Columbia University, Simryn was asked to consider her practice as ‘fieldwork’. She was uncomfortable however to speak about her approach in these terms: ‘they wanted to know the specifics of the identity and backgrounds of each owner’s living room…my encounters with them…who they were… but it was not about that…it was about the volume of interiors and their relationship to each other. By some curators, I have even been asked to write these details down but this is not what an artist is’.​[15]​ Indeed, the prints are not individually captioned but are collectively named under Dalam.
This imposed onus on rigour and detail in her ‘research practice’ as well as curatorial display has continued to shape the reviews of Dalam in the Malay press. In The Insider, a bilingual newspaper in the country, the media have been scathing about the expansive handling of the interiors, bemoaning the lack of individual attention each is accorded: ‘In design terms (borrowed from architectural rhetoric), this is what they call “a site-specific exhibition”. Which translates in this case to mean that a viewer must not mind the frustration of not being able to enjoy each frame of interior at a time, without all the other 200 images, crowding into his or her field of vision’.​[16]​ In the domestic media, the purported ‘crowding’ and perceived disarray is seen to defy the need for self-contained private readings.

The second practice and curatorial issue about what is often referred to as the ‘private’ journey afforded by Dalam, concerns the artificial binaries drawn in its review between public and private. These divisions concern the public display of peoples’ private worlds alongside Simryn’s entry as a stranger into the home. In The Star newspaper it is contended that: ‘There is a vague feeling of being intrusive when one views the photographs of interiors of Malaysian homes, arrayed on a specially erected whitewashed arc wall at Galeri Petronas. Never mind that the “owners” had allowed the “author”, Simryn Gill, armed with her second-hand Haselbad, to document their sacred private spaces for public scrutiny’.​[17]​ 

These highlighted sensitivities shaped Simryn’s approach to producing Dalam. With the culture of segregation that permeates social relations in the country, Simryn recognised that a ‘door knocking’ approach would likely fail. Despite receiving frequent rebuttals to requests however, she was nevertheless determined, ‘to see into the not allowed’.​[18]​ The living room was therefore purposely chosen as subject matter on the grounds that a stranger’s entry into this space was least threatening and intrusive. The choice of the living room was also taken for two further reasons: first, it was an area that allowed a better look into what she referred to as ‘things or stuff put for display’ in the home; and second, it led to a better understanding of the different spaces identified as the main living quarters (whether this be the kitchen or an outdoor veranda).​[19]​ As Simryn elaborates, ‘the living room may be seen here as a cultural and social mask for its inhabitants. It’s the space in to which others are welcomed on our own terms and onto which we project a portrayal of ourselves’.​[20]​  Here then the home is delineated as following general cultural conventions, with the living room designated as the most public space of the house that artist – and commonly academic – can cross the threshold into.

Inland: Ordering and touching the Australian nation
Eight years on from Dalam, the installation Inland (2009) sought to uncover the mundane interiors of Australian homes through 80 photographs captured during another joint road trip, from northern New South Wales to South Australia and across the blight to Western Australia. The series harnesses a more diverse scale of reference than Dalam, honing in on individual belongings tied to daily routine (such as the iron), living room spaces, as well as rocks and stones collected on the journey.
Inland still shows however a filial relationship back to Dalam as the political nature of home becomes apparent again through a focus on difference. As Annear aptly surmises, ‘dealing photographically with the land is, at the least, vexed. Politically, this can be argued to be true in relation to the still unresolved issues concerning ownership of and access to country across the Australian continent. Whose country are we talking about?’.​[21]​ Much like the politics of ethnicity felt in Malaysia, Simryn received vocal, though more isolated criticism from two local women for her inclusion of aboriginal homes in the photographic series. This question over how to handle such matters is dealt with quite differently between the two exhibits. While the expansive scale and repetitive nature of Dalam dominates the walls of the galleries it adorns, the presentation of Inland included the informal piling up of small prints.
Inland encourages visitors to shuffle around, or order, self and nation through the organisation of domestic imagery. Their accessibility allows visitors to hold, touch and re-arrange them, much like moving into a new house - the participant is forced to deal with someone else’s prior arrangement before constructing his or her own (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Visitor engagement with Inland (Source: Centre for Contemporary Photography, Melbourne)
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As Simryn explains, ‘I wanted to get away from the idea that when an artist puts something up, it is loaded with meaning…it is still an open discussion’.​[22]​ As the curator of the show also goes on to suggest, ‘This engagement literally immerses us into the world that Gill seeks to present, breaking down the barrier between spectator and artwork and merging the narratives embedded into the images with our own personal histories’.​[23]​ In this sense Inland is a touchable and observable representation of the subjectivities of those who participate in its composition, giving the viewer an authorial agency. Indeed, this more overt and intimate engagement with the domestic interiors of Inland (than Dalam) links into the sensory elements of home that are to be seen, touched, smelled and heard. Withstanding the barrier of white gloves, Simryn traces her own fascination with photographs to their ‘more elusive identity as objects, things, rather than pictures alone. Like shards from some old piece of pottery, which you can hold and turn over and feel with your fingers as much as with your eyes, and which can never be completely known’.​[24]​ Here visitors also move from mere consumers of curatorial knowledge to active producers.
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